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Randle and Jackson are clear that championing of EQ does

Through Randle and fellow Shoosmiths commercial partner
David Jackson’s belief that clients want and deserve a better
experience from their lawyers than they are currently getting,
they have come to see that the future of lawyering is people
focused. “EQ ≥ IQ: Emotional intelligence is equal to or greater than intelligence quotient” is the equation they propose
will define the lawyers that excel as technology continues to
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Ultimately, lawyers that act and behave like robots will be replaced by robots. Jackson says that his head is now turned by
people that have proven experience of people skills; when recruiting paralegals or trainees, he looks at those that have
spent time in supermarkets stacking shelves or have served
behind a bar.
“Interactions with humans where candidates have faced challenging situations is more impressive than candidates who
relay their gap year travels,” Jackson states. Tech will not replace lawyers. But lawyers that use tech will replace lawyers that
don’t – and lawyers who combine EQ with tech will thrive above

paign, which arose from the pandemic to help businesses work smarter,
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faster and better.
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And coming back for more.

“Over the course of spending so much time developing innovation, what

all.

